No. 2018/M (M)/951/34 Pt

Principal Chief Mech. Engineers
All Indian Railways

Sub: Freight train examination – Examination of premium, End to End BOXN empty stock.

In partial modification to Board’s letter dated 31/1/2007 and 16/4/2007, it has been decided that Itarsi (ET)/WCR is no longer nominated for examination of BOXN stock. BOXN stock released from NR/NWR/NCR/WCR, which are due for examination and handed over by NCR to WCR at Bina shall be moved towards BIA/BSL as per operational requirement for undertaking the next examination. All such movements, however, shall be preceded by a GDR check at the last unloading point or STR check at the concerned TXR points as the case may be. In all such cases it shall be duly endorsed on the BPC that the GDR/STR check has been undertaken and the validity of the same is up to NKI/BSL/BIA.

This issues in consultation with Traffic Transportation Dte of Ministry of Railways...

Please acknowledge and confirm compliance.

[Signature]

(AJAY NANDAN)
Exec. Director Mech. Engg. (Fr)
Railway Board

Copy to:
PCOMS, All Indian railways
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